Summary of Genetic Analysis Workshop 15: Group 9 linkage analysis of the CEPH expression data.
Group 9 participants carried out linkage analysis of the Centre d'Etude de Polymorphism Humain (CEPH) expression data, using strategies that ranged from focused investigation of a small number of traits to full genome scans of all available traits. Results from five key areas encompass the most important results within and across the 17 participating groups. First, both extensive genetic heterogeneity and poor predictability of mapping results based on heritability have key implications for study design. Second, choice of the map used for linkage analysis is influential, with the implication that meiotic maps are preferable to physical maps. Third, performance of different analytic methods was in general fairly consistent, with the exception of one variance-component method that uses marker allele sharing as the dependent rather than independent variable. Fourth, multivariate analysis approaches did not generally appear to provide advantages over univariate approaches for linkage detection. Finally, there were computational and analytic challenges in working with a large public data set, along with need for more data documentation.